
Integrated Student Experience (ISE) Implementation Alliance 
February 28, 2019 Meeting 

10-11 AM  C204/LC301 
 

MINUTES 
 

Attending: Bertolino, Ciampi, Farrell, Favara, Giampa, Hearn, Heineman, Holden-Gouveia, Hudson, Iola, 
Knoepfler, Kortz, Nuncio, Portanova, Rogers, J. Sullivan, K. Sullivan, Sunday, Wares, Young, Zubrow 

 
1.  Academic Center Information Cards for Student Success Hub 
               -these have been reviewed; need to check in with Health to assure a card isn’t needed now 
                          -GS: Health Specialization can see faculty for program requirements, CPAC for all else 
 -working out specific details of how to direct students; NOT sending them ALL to a center yet 
 -cards are an interim solution while we await Navigate implementation 
               -online Provide Support can be used to deal with challenge of student/advisor on different 
    campuses 
 
2.  Academic Advising Reform: Next Steps and Timeline (Bill) 
 -treating all advisors as a single cohort: build a collaborative, team ethos 
                         -use convocation/P-Day for that 
 -need to get word out to rest of the faculty/other stakeholders about this  
 -Exploratory Program: budgeting and planning needed 
 -summer staffing: need both faculty and advisors 
 -Health this is already close to the model but GS: HS is the challenge (knowing ALL criteria) 
 
3.  Reaction to Draft ISE Goals 
 -pathways: Liberal Arts on website challenges; also issues with printouts of other pathways 
                            -Bill will pursue with Nathan 
              -VP office can print pathway documents but can centers organize a process to centralize effort? 
                            -Student Affairs has a model that might work here  
              -should centers have a central budget? 
                                     -there are pros/cons to this: budget needs a person/unit to assign the ORG number 
             to: if we do this, who is that person/unit? 
 -Concerns raised about transparency of Lawrence space planning, L200, etc. 
                            -Bill will review Lawrence space “plan” next meeting (but fair warning: what is possible 
                              financially, facilities-wise, architecturally, building code-wise has been—and may 
    continue to be—a moving target; we have tried to spare you all the twists and turns in  
                              that: happy to share it ALL with you ALL the time, but that has its downsides too) 
 -we should share the plan with everyone 
                             -Bill will devise some forums to discuss this plan and the advising framework 
 -concerns raised about rented buildings in Lawrence and parking: hard to avoid these; we’ll do 
    our best 
 -plan is good but implementation will be the challenge   
 
4.  Team Updates:  Didn’t get to this 
               -Academic Centers 
               -Pathways 
          



5.  Other Issues 


